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Preview
My perspec<ve on quantum gravity is the a>empt to construct it as
a nonperturba<ve, diﬀeomorphism-invariant quantum ﬁeld theory
of dynamical geometry. This comes with signiﬁcant technical and
physical challenges: QFT inﬁni<es and the need for numerical
methods, renormaliza<on, classical limit, phenomenology, …
Q: What becomes of gravity and space<me at the Planck scale ℓPl?
The key take-home messages today will be
1. Lorentzian quantum gravity (Causal Dynamical Triangula<ons)
solves key technical issues, allowing us to focus on the physics
2. progress in quantum gravity will be achieved by studying
observables; new geometric observable: quantum Ricci curvature
3. the geometry of the emergent quantum universe in CDT quantum
gravity is compa<ble with a constantly curved 4D de Si<er space

What’s the problem with quantum gravity
(QG)?
•
•

General Rela<vity = theory of space<me, not on (a ﬁxed) space<me
Mink
quantum theory based on perturba<ve split gμν (x)= ημν + hμν (x)
on a ﬁxed Minkowskian background is nonrenormalizable
M. Goroﬀ, A. SagnoQ, NPB 266 (1986) 709

•

standard rela<vis<c quantum ﬁeld theory (QFT) not applicable, no
blueprint beyond perturba<on theory (except nonperturba<ve la[ce
QCD, but this has a ﬁxed background, diﬀerent gauge symmetry)
• no experiments or observa<ons to guide theory-building
• (nonperturba<ve) QG ≲ 2000: bewildering variety of approaches;
“We don’t know what to compute, and we don’t know how.”
• QG ≳ 2000 (post-string, post-loop era): renaissance of “good old
QFT” and the path integral R.L. et al.: “Quantum Gravity in 30 Ques1ons”, arXiv: 2206.06762

CDT 101: the basics
•

!

gravita<onal path integral over metric d.o.f.,
Z = Dg eiSgrav [g]
nonperturba<ve (NP), background-independent,
Lor(M )
g∈ Diﬀ (M )
Lorentzian signature, 4D, not “grand-uniﬁed”
• building on “dynamical triangula<ons”, deﬁne a new NP Lorentzian
path integral in 2D: exactly soluble signature ma>ers!

•

J. Ambjørn, R.L., NPB 536 (1998) 407

CDT combines geometric insights with path integral 4D covariance
ℓs
(no split gμν = ημν + hμν , no 3 + 1 decomposi<on)
ℓt
• uses a regularized version of the space of geometries,
𝒢(M)= Lor(M)/Diﬀ(M): piecewise ﬂat, simplicial manifolds T ℓ
4-simplex
s
in CDT
• minimal GR ingredients + standard Q(F)T methods, adapted to
dynamical geometry + numerical methods = new territory near ℓPl

•

CDT resolves problems associated with Euclidean path integrals

PuQng quantum gravity on a laQce, correctly
General philosophy: la[ce acts as a regulator, with UV cutoﬀ a; search
for a con<nuum limit by approaching a second-order phase transi<on in
the limit a → 0 while renormalizing bare couplings appropriately; a>ain
universality (independence of regulariza<on); this is not “discrete QG”
• “reaches where other methods don’t”, subject to numerical limita<ons; if it exists, con<nuum theory is essen<ally unique
• “naïve” la[ce QG (≥ 1979): put various ﬁrst-order formula<ons of GR
(tetrad eμA + spin connec<on ωμAB) on a ﬁxed hypercubic la[ce;
problem: diﬀeomorphism symmetry badly broken; no interes<ng results
• “not-so-naïve” la[ce QG (≥ 1981): based on “GR without coordinates”
(M, gμν(x)) → (T, {ℓi 2, i=1,…,n}), Sgrav[gμν] → SRegge(T, {ℓi 2})
T

•

T. Regge, Nuovo Cim. A19 (1961) 558

diﬀeo-invariance manifest, work directly on 𝒢(M);
CDT (ℓ2 = ± a2) implementa<on is labelling-invariant

ℓ12

ℓ22

…
ℓ32

The path integral (PI) according to CDT
!
"
Z = Dg eiSgrav [g] → Z CDT = lim
a→0

G(M )

1
iS Regge [T ]
e
C(T )
inequiv .

causal
triang.T

# discrete
symmetries of T

usually, can’t evaluate complex PI, do Euclidean ∫Dg exp(-Seu) instead
CDT has a well-deﬁned analy<c con<nua<on (“Wick-rota<on”)
usually, hard to renormalize compa<ble with diﬀeomorphism symmetry
CDT has no residual symmetries, has a geometric cutoﬀ a
usually, PI highly divergent, no unique renormaliza<on;
numerical evidence of exponen<al bound on # of conﬁgura<ons
usually, cannot do any computa<ons, PI not Gaussian
CDT amenable to MC simula<on; quan<ta<ve results, reality check
usual problem: why should PI lead to a unitary theory?
CDT reﬂec<on-posi<ve w.r.t. discrete “proper <me”

CDT quantum gravity: results
•
•

we have a computa<onal framework — what can we do with it?
physics of quantum spaceDme is captured by invariant quantum
observables Ô :
1
Ô =

Z

Dg O[g] e

Sgrav [g]

“the point x” is an
unphysical concept

•

observables in Yang-Mills theory are
local scalars, like FμνFμν, but observables
in pure gravity are nonlocal integrals of
scalars, like
d4 x g R(x)

•

M

x

M

“expecta<on management”: your favourite (semi-)classical
ques<on will not a have Planckian implementa<on (this is a feature)
• CDT predicts a reduc<on 4 → 2 of the spectral dimension @ℓPl ,
J. Ambjørn, J. Jurkiewicz, R.L., PRL 95 (2005) 171301; universal in QG? S. Carlip, CQG 34 (2017)
193001 ; however, in 4D we must go beyond “dimensions” to geometry

Key result: emergence of classicality from CDT
The measured average shape ⟨V3(t)⟩ (spa<al volume as a func<on of
proper <me) of the dynamically generated quantum space<me in CDT
matches that of a classical de Si>er space.
J. Ambjørn, A. Görlich, J. Jurkiewicz, R.L., PRL 100 (2008) 091304, PRD 78 (2008) 063544

Since the global shape of the universe is just a single
mode of the metric, we cannot conclude that it is a
(Euclidean) de Si>er space S4, with line element
ds2 = dt2 + c2 cos2 (t/c)d

MC snapshot of the shape
‹V(t)› of the universe

2 .
(3)

t

What about the local geometry of this quantum universe?
Can we a>ribute local curvature to a
non-smooth metric space?
Rκλμν(x) = [g,∂g,∂2g] = ? Un<l recently,
no well-deﬁned no<on applicable in a
Planckian regime was known.
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Introducing quantum Ricci curvature

_
In D dimensions, the key idea is to compare the distance d between
two (D-1)-spheres with the distance δ between their centres.
_
d

The sphere-distance criterion:
“On a metric space with posiive
(negaive)
Ricci curvature, the distance
_
d of two nearby spheres Sp and Sp’ is
smaller (bigger) than the distance δ of
their centres.”

ε

ε

δ

p

p’

Sp
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inspired by Y. Ollivier, J. Funct. Anal. 256 (2009) 810

Our variant uses the average sphere distance of two
spheres of radius δ whose centres are a distance δ apart,
¯ , S ) :=
d(S
p
p

1
1
vol(Sp ) vol(Sp )

dD
Sp

1

q

dD

h

1

q

p

δ

δ
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δ
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h d(q, q ),

Sp

N. Klitgaard, R.L., PRD 97 (2018) no.4, 0460008 and no.10, 106017

q’

Implemen1ng the quantum Ricci curvature
From the quo<ent of sphere distance and centre distance
we extract the “quantum Ricci curvature Kq at scale δ”,
¯ ,S )
d(S
p
p

= cq (1

Kq (p, p )),

= d(p, p ),

0 < cq < 3,

p

δ

p’

_
d

where cq is a non-universal constant depending on the type and the
dimension D of the space. For smooth Riemannian manifolds and δ << 1:
d¯

=

1.5746 +
1.6250 +
1.6524 +

2

( 0.1440 Ric(v, v) + O( )) ,
D = 2,
2
( 0.0612 Ric(v, v) 0.0122 R + O( )) , D = 3,
2
( 0.0469 Ric(v, v) 0.0067 R + O( )) , D = 4,

• N.B.: this involves only distance and volume measurements
• the direc<onal/tensorial character is captured by the oriented “double
sphere”, and the coarse-graining by the variable scale δ
• simplest observable (average Ricci scalar): sum over p’, p s.t. δ=d(p,p’)

Finally, measuring quantum Ricci curvature!
To interpret quantum results, we are
building a library of nonlocal curvature
proﬁles d¯av (δ)/δ = cav (1−Kav (δ)) of
a variety of classical spaces, including
ellipsoids G. Clemente, N. Klitgaard, R.L., w.i.p.
and spaces with conical singulari<es.
J. Brunekreef, R.L., PRD 103 (2021) 026019
¯ i
hd/
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recall Kq on constantly curved spaces
in D=2 (curvature radius 1)

typical “universe”

The measured expecta<on
value d¯av (Sp , Sp )/ in 2D
Euclidean quantum gravity
is best matched by that of
a 5D(!) con<nuum sphere
N. Klitgaard, R.L., PRD 97 (2018) 106017

<ƌav/δ> in 2D Liouville QG on S2 from DT, N2 ∈ [20k, 240k]

Quantum curvature of the de Simer universe
Measurements in four-dimensional CDT quantum gravity on S3 x S1
at volumes N4 ≤ 1.2 x 106 clearly show that ‹Kq› > 0, with a good ﬁt
to S4! In addi<on, there is good evidence that the quantum Ricci
curvature in <me- and spacelike direc<ons is the same!
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<ƌav/δ> of the dynamically generated dS universe slope of quantum Ricci curvature in <me & spa<al direc<ons

This further supports the interpreta<on of the emergent quantum universe in terms of a de Si>er space, in the sense of expecta<on values.
N. Klitgaard, R.L., Eur. Phys. J. C80 (2020) 990

Outlook

• genuine progress in nonperturba<ve quantum gravity: instead of
comparing “approaches”, started to compare observables/results

• can focus on physical ques<ons, like the possible consequences of
Planckian dynamics on the behaviour of the early universe

• CDT quantum gravity is a rare example of spaceDme emergence
• future ambiDons: quantum measures of homogeneity & isotropy

; provide independent evidence of asympto<c safety;
inves<gate possible candidate for QG structure forma<on in CDT’s
bifurca<on phase G. Clemente, R.L., w.i.p.; measure curvature and
curvature correlators on spa<al slices J. Brunekreef, R.L., to appear + w.i.p.; …
A. Silva, R.L., w.i.p.

looking forward to interes<ng and physically relevant results!
CDT reviews: J. Ambjørn, A. Görlich, J. Jurkiewicz, R.L., Phys. Rep. 519 (2012) 127,
arXiv: 1203.3591; R.L., Class. Quant. Grav. 37 (2020) 013002, arXiv:1905.08669;

Thank you!
GR23, Beijing (online)
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